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Abstract—Security and privacy software is being created to

have positive impacts on people, e.g., to protect them from

surveillance and keep them safe. However, there may be negative

unintended impacts by the wide distribution of this software.

We do not currently know how this is being mitigated, and

if unintended negative consequences are systematically being

prevented. While there are several ethics impact frameworks for

developers to use to work through ethical and societal impacts,

it is currently not known if these are widely known and/or used

in a structured way for security and privacy software. In this

paper, we investigate the awareness and attitudes of developers

of security and privacy software towards issues addressed in

frameworks for ethical and societal impacts. We used eight such

frameworks to identify intended and unintended consequences

that should be considered during the development process.

Based on these topics, we developed a semi-structured interview

guide, and are currently conducting an interview study with

S&P developers of software, such as encrypted email, secure

messaging, and private browsing. Preliminary results show that

developers lack awareness of mitigating unintended consequences

systematically, have considered incomplete subsets of societal

impacts, but are generally positive and open to learning about

impacts, and considering these going forward. We recommend

broader awareness of the issues addressed in ethical frameworks,

for example by considering them in education, developer re-

sources, and including them in regulation.

I. INTRODUCTION

Developers of security and privacy enhancing software
impact lives of a plethora of people in a profound number
of ways. Security and privacy software specifically are aimed
at creating a positive impact on society by protecting users
from vulnerabilities, protecting their data privacy, keeping their
communication confidential etc. However, while created to
protect people, this software may be prone to unintended
consequences that raise ethical concerns due to the wide
distribution of these products.

For instance, encrypting email can be a daunting task for
a majority of users because it involves various steps like the
receivers installing software and verifying keys, making the
process very tedious [1]. Users may inadvertently lose access
to their emails if they lose their private keys. Authentication
tools may be inaccessible to people with visual impairments,
because these mechanisms have not been designed with these
users in mind [2]. Secure messaging applications can pose
risks of misinformation being forwarded [3]. Creators of
software often do not involve their users during the devel-
opment process nor assess the worst possible impact of their

software [4]. Not considering diverse accessibility needs can
exclude or make software harmful to users with disabilities,
children, older adults, activists, non-western populations, vic-
tims of domestic violence, etc. [5]

The Human Computer Interaction (HCI) and Artificial In-
telligence (AI) communities have explored numerous ethics
frameworks to assess and minimize these unintended conse-
quences. Additionally, participatory design models have been
proposed to work with dis-empowered communities to articu-
late and address their concerns with technology. Resources and
frameworks like the Ethical OS toolkit [6] and Digital Impact
tool kit [7] help assess the impact of digital technology. Several
aspects like misinformation, inequalities, biases, addiction,
accessibility, surveillance, risks by criminal actors, etc., are
addressed in these frameworks [8]–[13]. These should help
organizations introspect about the unintentional harms that
might arise due to the use of their software.

It is currently unclear whether security and privacy software
developers are aware of these frameworks, and/or the themes
discussed in these frameworks, and whether they address
them in a systematic way during development. Therefore, in
this study, we aim to understand how developers of security
and privacy software address ethical issues. Additionally, we
also want to understand the attitudes and perceptions of
security and privacy software developers towards negative
consequences of their software. This study addresses the
following research questions:

1) What is the awareness and attitudes of security and
privacy (S&P) software developers with respect to the
ethical and societal impacts of security software?

2) What are S&P software developers’ experiences with
societal impact / ethics resources, frameworks and tools?
(How) do they use them, if at all?

II. APPROACH

To answer our research questions, we conduct semi-
structured interviews with stakeholders of security and privacy
software. We choose this approach due to the exploratory
nature of our study. During the interviews, developers are
asked about their experiences, and we can explore in-depth
with follow-up questions. The goal of this ongoing study is to
interview a diverse set of developers of software designed to
create a positive impact by improving security and privacy.



1. Analysis of Ethics frameworks

Analyzing ethics frameworks through open coding and
affinity diagramming.

2. Interview Guide development

Based on research questions & themes addressed in ethics
frameworks.

3. Pilot Study

Piloting and iterative questionnaire development with 4
subject matter experts.

4. Interview study

Ongoing, interviewing stakeholders for e.g., secure messag-
ing, private browsing, banking apps.

Fig. 1. Overview of our study methodology.

Ethics Framework analysis: In our interview guide, we
include themes covered in frameworks that focus on the
potential negative or unintended harm that can be caused by
technology. To develop a comprehensive view of these aspects,
we analyzed eight frameworks developed in different fields.
We used a digital collaborative whiteboard to open code and
affinity diagram the themes that that are discussed in these
frameworks. The categories created by the lead author were
verified and discussed with the other author. These categories
inform our interview guide.

Interview Guide Structure: Our interview guide asks
participants questions in three general areas: (1) awareness

of their user-base, (2) the potential unintended consequences

they anticipate through the use of their software, and (3) their
awareness and experiences with ethics.

Pilot study: We piloted our interviews to evaluate the
validity, comprehensibility and language of the interview ques-
tions. We conducted four pilots, two with professional col-
leagues not involved in this project, and two with developers
from another industry. We iterated our interview guide based
on the pilot interviews and participant feedback, mostly for
comprehension, question order, and to add examples.

Ethical Consideration: This study was approved by our
University’s Institutional Review Board (IRB). Participant data
were de-identified. We only collected their email addresses
if they opted-in to receive a $80 gift voucher for their
participation, or if they wanted to be mailed a copy of our
results. Apart from that, all the other data is associated with
random identifiers. We made sure to reaffirm the participants
that they could decline to answer questions or withdraw from
the interview. We also ensured to mask details about their
companies in our transcripts if they were concerned about
causing harm to their employers’ reputation.

Limitations: Like with any qualitative study, participant
responses maybe subject to recall-, social-desirability and self-
report biases. Additionally, our sample will not be repre-
sentative of all of the security and privacy software. Due
to the qualitative nature of the study, we cannot generalize
results. We however think that our sample is diverse, and

gives both a broad overview and deep insights into security
and privacy software developers’ awareness and behaviors
concerning societal impacts and ethics of their software.

III. PRELIMINARY RESULTS AND OUTLOOK

Interviews are ongoing and we will continue to recruit
participants until we reach theoretical saturation. Preliminary
results indicate that teams do not systematically assess ethical
concerns. Some teams tend to consider only certain aspects,
but none of the developers we talked to so far mentioned
that they have a systematic process or framework to assess
the ethical risks. This leads to an inconsistent consideration
of diverse ethical and societal impact themes. For example,
some teams thought about making their solutions accessible
for users with visual impairments but they did not involve them
in the development process. One developer who mentioned
that they worry about environmental impacts did not consider
the accessibility of the software during development. All the
developers we interviewed mentioned that they have never
really thought about ethical consequences in a systematic
manner. They expressed a deep desire in incorporating ethical
assessments moving forward. We think that actively working
with developers to address unintended or negative conse-
quences can create a considerable positive impact in creating
ethically sound security and privacy software.
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